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Nonlinear current-induced forces in Si atomic wires
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We report first-principles calculations of current-induced forces in Si atomic wires as a function of bias and
wire length. We find that these forces are strongly nonlinear as a function of bias due to the competition
between the force originating from the scattering states and the force due to bound states. We also find that the
shorter the wire, the larger the average force in the wire, suggesting that the wires are more difficult to break
under current flow with increasing length. The last finding is in agreement with recent experimental data.
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Current-induced atomic motion~electromigration! has al-
ways been of concern in microelectronics, since it was fou
to be a major failure mechanism in aluminum conducto1

Such an effect is more pronounced when the material dim
sions are smaller as it is the case, for instance, for metal
tion lines in conventional circuits.2 It does not come as a
surprise then that this effect has recently attracted consi
able interest in nanoscience. In particular, current-indu
forces in atomic3–7 and molecular wires8,9 have been inves
tigated. These systems show interesting physical proper
which make them promising candidates for future electro
applications.10 It was found that current-induced forces in
nanoscale wire can distort its local atomic structure and
fect its stability according to the external bias and the w
length.4–7,9,11 Longer atomic wires, for instance, have be
found to be more stable with respect to current-induc
forces than shorter wires.12

Over the years, considerable theoretical and experime
works have been devoted to understand the microscopic
gin of electromigration.13 It has become clear, for instanc
that this phenomenon depends strongly on the microsc
details of the self-consistent electric field that is created u
scattering of the electrons across the region of interest.
spite the progress in the fundamental understanding
current-induced forces, however, it is still unclear what d
termines, e.g., the resistance of atomic and molecular w
to electromigration effects or what is the degree of dep
dence of these forces on the external bias and wire leng

In this Rapid Communication, we explore the above
sues using the first-principles approaches. In particular,
study current-induced forces as a function of bias in
atomic wires of varying length. There have been several
perimental realizations of Si wires14 and the interest in the
nanoscale properties of Si stems from the fact that it is
material of choice in microelectronics. We find that curre
induced forces are strongly nonlinear as a function of b
due to the competition between the force originating fro
the continuum of states and the force due to states in
discrete part of the spectrum. The force originating from
bare electrodes~we will call this force, direct15! varies al-
most linearly as a function of bias. We also find that shor
the wire the larger the average force in the wire sugges
that wires of increasing length are more difficult to bre
under current flow.16 The last finding is in agreement wit
recent experimental data.12
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A schematic diagram of the system investigated is
picted in the inset of Fig. 1. It consists of a Si atomic wi
sandwiched between two gold surfaces that we model w
ideal metals~jellium model!.17,18 The interior electron den-
sity of the electrodes is taken equal to the value for meta
gold (r s'3). The electric current is calculated using th
method described in Refs. 17,18. The electron wave fu
tions are computed by solving the Lippman-Schwinger eq
tion iteratively to self-consistency in a steady state. E
change and correlation are included in the density-functio
formalism within the local-density approximation.17,18 The
current is computed from the wave functionsuc& of the
electrode-molecule system. The forceF acting on a given
atom at positionR due to the electron distribution as mod
fied by the external bias is given by the Hellmann-Feynm
type of theorem developed in Ref. 9:19

F52(
i

K c iU ]H

]R Uc i L 2 lim
D→0

E
s
dEK cDU ]H

]R UcDL . ~1!

The sum and integral in Eq.~1! include spin variables also
The first term on the right-hand side~RHS! of Eq. ~1! is simi-
lar to the usual Hellmann-Feynman contribution to the fo
due to localized electronic statesuc i&. The second term is the
contribution to the force due to the continuum of states.9 It is
calculated by constructing, for each energy in the continuu
square-integrable wave functionsucD& in an energy regionD

ucD&5AE
D
dEc, ~2!

whereA is a normalization constant and thec ’s are single-
particle wave functions in the continuum, solutions of t
Lippmann-Schwinger equation.9 The continuum integration
s covers the part of the spectrum occupied by the electr
at a given bias. Finally, the total force on the atom include
trivial ion-ion interaction.

We start the calculations by first relaxing the atomic p
sitions at zero bias. For all different wire lengths, the relax
Si-jellium surface bond length is about 2 a.u. and the rela
Si-Si bond distance is about 4.2 a.u. In Figs. 1~a!–1~c! we
plot the total force as a function of bias on each Si atom
wires composed of two, three, and four Si atoms, resp
tively. The atomic positions have been fixed at the equil
rium position at zero bias, and the atoms are labeled w
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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increasing number, starting from the closer to the left el
trode ~see Fig. 1!. In Fig. 1~d!, we plot the average force
~sum of the forces on each atom divided by the numbe
atoms in the wire! as a function of bias and the force for
wire composed of a single Si atom. Positive force pushes
atom to the right, i.e., opposite to electron flow~the left
electrode is positively biased!. It is clear from Fig. 1~a!–1~c!
that the force on atoms is a nonlinear function of the b
@except for the single-atom wire and Si2 in Fig. 1~b!, see
below and Ref. 20# while the average force, Fig. 1~d!, satu-
rates with the number of atoms in the wire. We first discu
the nonlinear behavior of the forces and then discuss
average force.

For a small external bias~0.01 V, i.e., linear-response re
gime!, the current-induced forces in the 3-Si wire satisfy t
zero-force sum rule, while for the 2-Si and 4-Si wires
atoms are pushed opposite to the current flow with alm

FIG. 1. Total force as a function of bias in atomic wires co
taining ~a! two, ~b! three, and~c! four Si atoms. The inset shows
schematic of one of the wires investigated. The atoms are lab
with increasing number from the left electrode~see inset!. ~d! The
average force in the Si wires. The left electrode is positively bias
Positive force pushes the atom opposite to electron flow.
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equal force as it can be inferred from symmet
considerations7 ~not shown in Fig. 1!. On the other hand
strong nonlinearities in the current-induced forces appea
voltages above 0.1 V. For instance, in the 2-Si wire the
atom closer to the left electrode (Si1 in the inset of Fig. 1! is
pushed against the electron flow for biases less than 0.
and moves along the electron flow for larger biases. On
other hand, the second Si atom (Si2 in the inset of Fig. 1! is
pushed against the electron flow at all external voltag
Similar effects, involving different atoms in the wire, occ
at even smaller voltages for the 4-Si wire. In the same ve
for the 3-Si wire the zero-force sum rule is not satisfied
ready at 0.1 V. It is interesting to note that for large bias
the largest force occurs on the second Si atom from the
The break up of the wires is thus likely to nucleate from t
bonds of this atom. In general, each atom experiences a f
due to current flow that is nonlinear in the external bia
Such nonlinearities affect the atomic redistribution in t
wire and eventually its resistance to current-induced ruptu
In order to understand this nonlinear behavior, we study
following different contributions to the forces as a functio
of bias:~a! the contribution from the bulk electrodes electr
static potential~direct force13!, ~b! the contribution from the
continuum part of the spectrum, and~c! the part of the force
originating from the discrete spectrum. The force originati
from the ion-ion interaction does not depend on the bias
we do not discuss it here. For the sake of simplicity,
discuss the 3-Si wire case. Similar considerations are v
for other wire lengths. We plot in Fig. 2 the three differe
contributions considered. As expected, the direct force is
most linear with the bias. Small deviations from lineari
appear due to the small deviations from linear decay of
electrostatic potential close to the electrode surfaces.17,18Fur-
thermore, due to this deviation, the force on the central a
in the wire is larger than the force on the two atoms close
the electrode surfaces at any bias~see Fig. 2!. The latter
atoms also experience a force of similar magnitude with
viations occurring at large voltages. From Fig. 2 it is al
evident that for biases larger than 0.5 V, the major contri
tion to the force on each atom comes from the direct for
The nonlinearities in the total force then originate from t
competition between the force due to the states in the c
tinuum ~scattering states! and the force due to the boun
states~in this case, those states below the band bottom of
left electrode!. The force on the central atom of the wir
(Si2) due to the scattering states pushes the atom to the
i.e., along with the electron flow. This force is almost line
with the bias. The force on the same atom due to the disc
spectrum, on the other hand, is almost zero even at very l
voltages. This behavior can be understood by looking at
extra charge localized on the atom at any given bias. T
quantity can be estimated by integrating the charge aroun
given atom in a box centered on that atom with one fa
parallel to the electrode surfaces and whose size in the
pendicular direction is equal to the bond distance betw
the atoms. The difference between this charge at zero
and the corresponding charge at any given bias is plotte
Fig. 3 for three different Si atoms. Apart from small fluctu
tions as a function of bias, the extra charge on the cen
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atom is zero. The charge on this atom is thus practic
constant at any bias. Since, in this system, the numbe
bound states does not change with bias, their contributio
the force is constant@see Fig. 2~c!#. On the other hand, the
force due to the continuum@second term on the RHS of Eq
~1!# increases linearly with bias due to the larger energy
tegration in Eq.~1! for larger voltages.20

The continuum and discrete contributions to the force
nonlinear for the atoms closer to the electrodes (Si1 and Si3
of Fig. 2!. For the Si1 atom, for instance, the continuum forc

FIG. 2. Different contributions to the total force for a 3-Si wir
~a! direct force~see text!, ~b! scattering-state contribution, and~c!
contribution from the discrete spectrum.

FIG. 3. Extra charge~see text! on the three Si atoms in the 3-S
wire as a function of bias.
16131
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is almost constant up to about 1 V, while the force from t
discrete spectrum increases in magnitude with bias in
same voltage range~the sign of the force corresponds to th
atom pushed along with the current flow!. For biases above 1
V, the continuum force increases in magnitude and the fo
due to bound states is almost constant. An opposite tren
observed for the Si3 atom ~see Fig. 2!. The opposite trend
can be explained again by looking at the extra charge
these atoms~Fig. 3!. This charge is of similar magnitude bu
of opposite sign indicating that there is a charge trans
from the right electrode to the left electrode when curre
flows with consequent creation of a local electric dipole.21

While it is difficult to extract trends in the overall resis
tance of the Si wires to electromigration by looking at t
forces on each atom, the average force follows quite a sim
trend as a function of bias and wire length. In Fig. 1~d!, we
plot such a quantity for wires of two, three, and four
atoms. For a comparison, we also plot the force for a sin
Si atom. The average force is almost linear as a function
bias even for large biases~deviations occur above 2.5 V fo
the 2-Si wire!. Furthermore, the smaller the wire length th
larger the force and, in particular, it is almost equal for the
and 4-Si wires.22 Incidentally, the average current per ato
follows a similar trend. This is consistent with the fact th
the wire has no defects and the resistance is mainly de
mined by the contacts. The saturation of the force with
creasing length can be understood as follows. By increas
the wire length, the direct force will eventually be zero as t
boundary effects will be less important with increasing se
ration of the two leads. On the other hand, the force due
the charge redistribution in the wire under current flow w
reach a constant value on average, since the wave func
of the wire will resemble states that are evenly distribu
across the length of the wire. Similar trends have been
served in experiments with Au atomic wires.12

We conclude this paper by studying the effects of curre
induced atomic relaxations on the current-voltage~I-V ! char-
acteristics of Si wires. It was found by Di Ventraet al.9,11

that current-induced atomic relaxations in molecular wi

FIG. 4. I-V curve of the 3-Si wire with and without the effect o
current-induced atomic relaxations. The inset shows the unrela
~open circles! and relaxed~full circles! atomic positions of the Si
atoms between the two electrodes~vertical thin rectangles! at se-
lected biases. The atoms move opposite to the electron flow.
1-3
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do not substantially affect the absolute value of the curr
for large voltages and current densities. We find that thi
also valid in the present case. This is illustrated in Fig.
where we plot the I-V characteristics for the 3-Si wire wi
and without current-induced atomic relaxations. In the in
of the same figure, we show the relaxed atomic positions
each atom at selected biases. It is clear from Fig. 4 that s
changes in the absolute value of the current, when the at
are relaxed, are observed even at large biases. Similar re
are valid for the other Si wires as well.

In conclusion, we have reported first-principles calcu
tions of current-induced forces in Si atomic wires. We fi
that these forces are strongly nonlinear as a function of b
Since the direct force from the bare electrodes is almost
ear as a function of bias, the nonlinearity originates from
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competition between the scattering-state and discr
spectrum force. We have also found that the shorter the w
the larger the force, suggesting the wires are more difficul
break under current flow with increasing length. Final
current-induced relaxations are found to change only sligh
the absolute value of the current even at large voltages.
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